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Abstract
FPGAs are promising target architectures for hardware acceleration of database query processing, as they combine the
performance of hardware with the programmability of software. In particular, they are partially reconfigurable at runtime,
which allows for the runtime adaptation to a variety of queries. However, reconfiguration costs some time, and a region of the
FPGA is not available for computations during its reconfiguration. Techniques to avoid or at least hide the reconfiguration
latencies can improve the overall performance. This paper presents optimizations based on query look-ahead, which follows
the idea of exploiting knowledge about subsequent queries for scheduling the reconfigurations such that their overhead
is minimized. We evaluate our optimizations with a calibrated model for various parameter settings. Improvements in
execution time can be “calculated” even if only being able to look one query ahead.

Keywords Query optimization · Hardware acceleration · Reconfiguration · FPGAs

1 Introduction

Some research has been conducted to address the accelera-
tion of database query processing with the help of FPGAs,
e.g. [16, 21, 27], and its integration into a DBMS. The Re-
ProVide (for “Reconfigurable data ProVider”) approach [5]
is part of it. It introduces a storage-attached hardware tech-
nology called ReProVide Processing Unit (RPU) to process
queries completely or at least partially close to the data
source, in synergy with a DBMS. This co-design approach
exploits dynamic reconfiguration of FPGAs in the RPUs in
combination with a novel DBMS optimizer. On the RPUs, a
library of query-processing modules is stored, which can be
configured onto the FPGA in a few milliseconds. However,
due to the limited amount of logic resources on an FPGA,
not all modules can be the resident simultaneously. So at
each point in time, only a subset is ready for use in query
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processing. Hence, reconfiguration of one or more regions
of the FPGA is needed.

This paper discusses the idea of exploiting the knowl-
edge of sequences of queries to reduce the number of these
reconfigurations. Information about the sequences can be
given to the RPU via so-called hints. It is shown how an
RPU can use this information to reduce the overall exe-
cution time for the sequence of queries. We will indicate
where such sequences of queries can be found. They are,
e.g., part of an application program that fills the frames
of a modular screen output from different records of an
underlying database.

The basic idea and preliminary evaluations were initially
published in [7] and [6]. This paper adds new optimizations
and provides a series of new evaluations that make the effect
of the optimizations much clearer.

The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we intro-
duce the concepts of the ReProVide approach and its RPUs.
Other approaches to hardware acceleration and the match-
ing query optimization are identified in Section 3. Important
information and assumptions on query sequences and their
processing are detailed in Section 4, while Section 5 de-
scribes the execution of queries involving an RPU and the
proposed solutions to optimize query-sequence execution
with a focus on techniques to eliminate or hide FPGA re-
configuration times. A detailed evaluation model of execu-
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a b

Fig. 1 a Architecture of a ReProVide Processing Unit (RPU). b RPU Prototype [8]

tion times is then derived in Section 6. Section 7 presents
evaluations of the presented concepts, and Section 8 dis-
cusses strategies for future optimizations of reconfigurable
systems based on query sequences. Finally, Section 9 con-
cludes the paper.

2 ReProVide

The goal of the ReProVide approach [5] is to investigate
FPGA-based solutions for smart storage and near-data pro-
cessing together with novel query-optimization techniques
that exploit the speed and reconfigurability of FPGA hard-
ware for a scalable and powerful (pre-)filtering of Big Data.
Our ReProVide prototype was presented first in [8]. Fig-
ure 1 shows the logical concept of an RPU and a photo-
graph of the operational physical platform. For this storage-
attached device, direct interfaces to a multitude of memory
and storage types have been designed and implemented.
Our investigations in this paper use SSDs, where data tu-
ples are stored row-wise. An RPU exploits the capabilities
of dynamic (runtime) hardware reconfiguration of modern
FPGAs to load pre-designed hardware accelerators on-the-
fly. It can process SQL queries or parts of them in hard-
ware in combination with the CPU cores also available on
the PSoC.

The FPGA of an RPU contains various static hardware
modules, such as a storage controller, a network controller,
data interconnects, and local memories, in addition to mul-
tiple partially reconfigurable regions (PRs) shown in blue in
Fig. 1a. Data is processed by so-called accelerators loaded
into these PRs. RPUs are able to either process a query
in full or at least partially by streaming the tables from
the storage at line-rate through one or many of these ac-
celerators to the network interface. It is important to note
that streaming a table from an attached storage through the

FPGA comes at no additional cost1. However, some opera-
tions like sorting or joining larger tables can be processed
at higher speed by the DBMS. As hardware accelerators
are best for line-rate processing, and FPGA resources are
limited, not all available operator modules can be combined
into a single accelerator. E.g., implementations of arithmeti-
cal operations (multiplication, addition, ...) depend on the
data type they operate on (float, int32, int64). Via dynamic
partial reconfiguration, it is possible to spatially multiplex
more operators on the same platform. Currently, the opera-
tors for filtering, projection, and semi-join are supported in
hardware, see [5], handling integers as well as strings and
floats. The set is growing continuously. Attribute values can
be used in arithmetical calculations, before they are com-
pared with constants or with each other. The comparisons
supported are the usual � operations, i.e., <; >;=; ¤; �; �.

Each RPU configuration consists of a pipeline of con-
catenated, partially reconfigurable accelerator modules. For
instantiating them in one or multiple PRs, some additional
cost (time) for reconfiguration will be encountered.

The complexity of a filter-predicate evaluation only in-
fluences the hardware requirements of the accelerator. For
example, if we have an accelerator to evaluate predicate
conditions given in disjunctive normal form (DNF) and con-
sisting of n clauses, then this accelerator can also evaluate
predicates given in DNF with 1; 2; 3; :::; n − 1 clauses. In
all cases, the throughput rate of the accelerator remains
the same. The complexity of the predicate evaluation does
not influence time and throughput, only the cardinality of
the input data does. If the predicate is too complex for the
accelerator (e.g. the number of clauses is greater than n),
then it cannot be mapped onto the accelerator at all. This is
handled by what we call capability-aware query optimiza-
tion—see below.

An RPU is connected to a host via a fast network. At
this host a (relational) DBMS is running, executing queries
1 We assume that the data rate of the network is smaller than the data
rate of the RPU storage.
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that access the tables on the RPU and combine them with
data from other tables stored at the host itself. For the inte-
gration of RPUs into a DBMS, we have elaborated a novel
hierarchical (multi-level) query-optimization technique to
determine which operations are worthwhile to be assigned
to an RPU (query partitioning) and how to deploy and exe-
cute the assigned (sub-)queries or database operations at the
RPU (query placement). Pushing down query operations to
the RPU can greatly reduce the amount of data transferred
from the RPU to the host, and thus not only relieves the net-
work of traffic, but also reduces the load on the DBMS. The
implemented query optimizer is sharing the work between
the global optimizer of the DBMS performing query parti-
tioning and an architecture-specific local optimizer running
on the CPU system of the RPU performing query place-
ment.

As demonstrated in [8] our query optimizer has been ex-
tended with our own cost models and optimization rules,
which decide whether to partition a QEP into sub-trees and
assign some of them to the RPU based on its capabili-
ties. The information about the capabilities of an RPU (i.e.,
the set of accelerators available on it) and the local statis-
tics about the data2 are exchanged via a hint interface [4],
which helps the global optimizer in the effective partition-
ing of a query before push-down. These hints do not change
any functionality, but give information to the RPU that al-
lows it to optimize the details of processing a query on the
RPU. This paper underlines the significance of such hints
in avoiding unnecessary reconfigurations or beginning a re-
configuration for forthcoming queries while still executing
the current one.

3 RelatedWork

Query-sequence optimization was addressed already in [9,
18, 23] quite a while ago. They focused on the optimization
of a sequence of SQL statements generated by a ROLAP
query generator. The coarse-grained optimization (CGO)
they introduced has optimization strategies that include
rewriting the queries to combine them, using a common
WHERE clause, HAVING clause, or SELECT clause, and to
partition them, enabling parallel execution. The decision
about which optimization strategy to use is only based on
information about the query sequence itself, which means
they start to optimize the sequence once the whole sequence
is known. A query sequence is of interest to us if it appears
frequently in the query log [34]. The structure of the query,

2 Cardinality estimates can be refined each time a query is executed, as
the RPU can generate statistics about the data without additional delay,
which fine-tune our cost model and thus allow better choices of QEPs.

however, is important for us. Hardware acceleration has
not been considered in any of the mentioned projects.

Query processing using new hardware has been stud-
ied extensively in recent years [1]. The self-tuning opti-
mizer framework HyPE (Hybrid Query Processing Engine)
[10–13] allows hybrid query processing. It has been used
to build CoGaDB’s optimizer, which efficiently distributes
a workload to available processors. It is hardware- and al-
gorithm-oblivious, i.e., it has only minimal knowledge of
the underlying processors or the implementation details of
operations. CoGaDB also caches frequently used columns
(in GPU memory) based on query patterns observed in the
past. This is a form of multi-query optimization, too. In con-
trast to this, our system uses the queries and/or features of
a sequence (such as tables, attributes, and operations used)
based on previous sequence patterns.

The ADAMANT project described in [4] also enhances
a DBMS with extensible, adaptable support for heteroge-
neous hardware. The main objectives of this project are to
consider the fundamental differences between the hetero-
geneous accelerators, and the development of an improved
optimization process that copes with the explosion of the
search space. They also exploit the different features avail-
able in heterogeneous co-processors, mainly emphasizing
GPUs, but also looking into FPGAs.

Offloading operations for query processing to FPGA-
based hardware accelerators has been researched well in [2,
3, 20, 25, 28, 31, 35], because of its small energy footprint
and fast execution. Next to traditional co-processor systems,
the “bump-in-the-wire” approach (as applied in ReProVide)
has also been of great interest in approaches described in
[16, 28, 32]. The other projects related to FPGAs that we
are aware of are all focusing on the execution of a single
query. We extend this with the execution of a sequence of
queries to reduce the number of reconfigurations.

Multi-query optimization, as investigated e.g. in [14, 15,
24], can also be used in our approach, because query-re-
sult caching and materialized views are good choices and
widely adopted techniques to improve query processing.
Our technique is tailored to query sequences, which origi-
nate in a setup where a given set of applications is executed
in response to user interactions (e.g., in a Web shop). Each
application contains multiple queries, which are invoked
sequentially, and between the queries other program code
is executed. Usually, the parameters of the queries are set
to user-specific values. In such a setup, our techniques are
actually well suited to complement query-result caching or
materialized views. They are expected to work perfectly for
the static (non-user-specific) parts of the queries and serve
two purposes: First, they can greatly reduce the size of the
original datasets. And second, these reduced datasets may
even fit into main memory. Both improves the effect of our
optimizations significantly, as our evaluation will show. Our
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technique is tailored to those parts of reappearing queries
that contain user-specific parameter values, which differ in
subsequent executions of the applications and their queries
(e.g., user id, product category, etc. in a Web shop). Results
cannot be materialized or cached for each possible user id,
etc. Still, our technique benefits from caching and materi-
alized views due to the aforementioned effects of dataset
reduction and faster access to main memory.

A much more elaborated scenario can be found in the
Tableau software accessing Hyper [29] and in some other
commercial tools.

4 Query-Sequence Model

Query sequences can be obtained from database query logs
as in [17, 22, 30, 33], for instance, or by code analysis as
in [19, 26], including the frequency and the time of arrival.
More formally, a query sequence is an ordered set of n
individual queries Q0; :::; Qn−1. The time gap tgap;Qi

, with
i 2 Œ0:::n−2�, between two successive queries (from the co
mpletion of Qi to the arrival of Qi+1) is estimated from th
e observations, e.g. by taking the average. It is expected to
be in the order of a few milliseconds, but that of course de
pends on the code of the application program.

The optimizer of the DBMS analyzes the query se-
quences (similarly to [15]) to determine the tables and
attributes accessed, and in which order, as well as the
operations used on the attributes of the tables. This infor-
mation can be extracted and organized with the help of the
query repository [22]. The goal is to accelerate analytical
queries, that is, read-only queries with large scans. While
the proposed approach is suitable for arbitrary operations,
we focus on filters (selections) together with arithmetic for
now in our examples. The values used in the arithmetic
or in the comparisons may come from program variables,
so they may vary in different executions of the query se-
quence. We will introduce parameters here, as known from
prepared queries and stored procedures3.

When a new query is received and handed to the opti-
mizer, it will be optimized in the usual way, including query
partitioning and query placement as described in Section 2.
In addition to that, the optimizer searches the repository
for sequences with this query as the first. If a sequence
can be found, the optimizer may (a) reconsider the query
partitioning and (b) pass the information about the queries
assumed to follow (or even the complete sequence) as hints

3 In fact the query sequences may be regarded as stored procedures
identified by the DBMS itself. So they can be optimized prior to the
actual invocation.

to the RPU, allowing it to optimize even further4. The RPU
should then try to avoid reconfigurations and thus reduce
the execution time of the pushed-down query plans.

5 ExecutionModel and Optimizations

To focus on the reconfiguration and to keep the model close
to the prototype, we consider only a single PR of the RPU.
This means that processing phases with dependencies, such
as loading and executing an accelerator, are not done in
parallel. However, as the RPU uses hardware to implement
various functions, it embodies a dedicated circuit for table
scans. This allows a table scan to run in parallel with other
operations at all times. The target of this model is not to
optimize the execution time of a single query, but the time
of the whole sequence, that is, the time from the arrival of
Q0 until the transfer of the last result of Qn−1, including
all time gaps.

Figure 2 shows possible execution strategies for a query
sequence with two consecutive queries (Q0; Q1). This is
a minimum-size sequence. Any other sequence with more
queries (and thus more accelerator runs) will only enhance
the possibility to apply the optimizations presented here,
since more than one consecutive pair of queries is avail-
able to find similarities and to generate hints from them.
The assumption here is that the second query uses an op-
eration that can be executed by the accelerator acc0, and
this accelerator is loaded on the RPU already, because it
was needed for one of the operations of the first query. We
further assume that the two operations of Q0 commute.

The standard plan S is generated by an optimizer that
looks at each query individually and does not take any hints
into account. It only considers selectivities to order the filter
predicates.

The symbols in the standard plan S of Fig. 2 have the
following meaning: tS is the total execution time for the
sequence. The execution times tQi

of the queries com-
prise the reconfiguration times (tr ), the table-scanning
times (tQi ;scan), the accelerator-execution times (tS;Q0;acc0 ,
tS;Q0;acc1 , tQ1;acc0 ) and the network-transport times (tS;Q0;trans,
tQ1;trans). As the table scan can run while the first acceler-
ator is being loaded, only the maximum of tQi ;scan and tr
contributes to the execution time of the query5. This plan
is chosen by the standard optimization not taking query
sequences into account. Since the two operations commute,
the selectivity factor facc0 of the first accelerator must be

4 Of course, query sequences may reappear with variations. This is a
bit like the branch prediction in processor design. If one of the next
queries is different from that in the found query sequence, again the
RPU must be informed via a hint.
5 The name of the plan S is included only if the symbol’s value
changes in the other plans.
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Fig. 2 Bar chart of the processing phases in possible plans for a query sequence .Q0;Q1/. Bars on top of each other show the parallel execution
of corresponding operations, i.e., reconfiguration time tr and table-scanning intervals indexed with scan. The standard plan S pushes down both
operations of Q0 without taking Q1 into account or giving any hints. Opt. I pushes down only the 1st operation, so the accelerator loaded in
the RPU can be reused in Q1 without reconfiguration. And it gives a hint on the table used in Q1, so the table scan of Q1 is started as soon as
the resource used for table scans is available again. Opt. II uses a further hint about the operations of Q1 and speculatively loads the accelerator
for Q1, as soon as the 2nd accelerator of Q0 has finished. Again the table scan for Q1 starts early. Opt. III uses the same hints and swaps the
accelerator invocations of Q0, so that acc0 becomes 2nd and is already loaded for Q1. The table scan for Q1 is again moved upstream

lower than that of the second, otherwise their order would
have been the other way around. Furthermore, first execut-
ing the filter operations on the RPU and then transferring
the result to the DBMS must be more efficient than trans-
ferring all the data to the DBMS and applying the filters
there. These constraints will be observed when later doing
the evaluation of the optimizations.

Optimization strategy I in Fig. 2 shows the first proposed
optimization to save reconfigurations with the knowledge of
the next query in the sequence. The filter operations of the
first query are treated differently, such that only the first
(with a smaller selectivity factor) is pushed down to the
RPU and the second is executed afterwards by the DBMS
(which takes the time tI;Q0;DBMS). This avoids reconfigu-
ration twice, for the second accelerator of the first query
and for the first operation of query Q1, but may result in a
larger data transfer (tI;Q0;trans).

Alternatively, we can still push down both operations
to the RPU, but also give some hints regarding the query
coming next. The proposed reconfiguration strategies of the
RPU are also shown in Fig. 2. The RPU can then specula-
tively load accelerators for subsequent queries, once other
accelerators are no longer used by the current query (strat-
egy II), and avoid the replacement of reusable accelerators
by swapping accelerator invocations (strategy III). The ef-
fect of strategy II is that while the processing of the first
query Q0 remains unchanged, the reconfiguration back to

the first accelerator (acc0) is speculatively started as soon as
the second accelerator (acc1) has finished. In the bar chart,
the reconfiguration—which runs in parallel with the result
transfer—has completed before the subsequent query Q1

arrives. This is the optimal case for this strategy. Again the
accelerator acc0 of query Q1 can start processing immedi-
ately, without any waiting time introduced by reconfigura-
tion.

Strategy III avoids the third reconfiguration by swapping
the accelerator invocations of Q0. As mentioned earlier, it
is assumed that the two operations commute. The local op-
timizer would always invoke the filter with the lowest selec-
tivity first to reduce the data volume early. Thus, swapping
may be counterproductive. The lower part of Fig. 2 suggests
the consequences: Query Q0 now needs more time, as the
second accelerator acc0 must process more data and thus
takes longer. While this looks detrimental to the goal of ac-
celeration, the third reconfiguration has become obsolete.
Thus, the overall execution time for the complete sequence
(tIII) can still be reduced.

In all three optimization strategies, the hints about the
tables and attributes accessed in the forthcoming query can
also be used to do the second table scan (in tQ1;scan) prior
to receiving the query. This may reduce the execution time
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even more, since the data to be processed is already avail-
able in memory6.

6 Evaluation Model

In the following, we provide a “simple, yet sufficient” eval-
uation model for the strategies shown in Fig. 2. This model
is used for evaluating the presented optimization strategies
with values determined by measurements on the existing
prototype of the RPU. “Please note that a purely selectiv-
ity-based predicate ordering is actually all we need for this
model.”

From the table sizes sQi ;table of each query Qi and a
scan rate of rscan, we can calculate the scanning time as

tQi ;scan =
sQi ;table

rscan
: (1)

The reconfiguration time tr is based on the size of the PRs of
our RPU. With a (constant) data rate racc of the accelerators,
we can calculate the processing time of the first accelerator
in the standard plan S as

tS;Q0;acc0 =
sQ0;table

racc
: (2)

According to our assumptions, all our accelerators are fil-
ters, so they reduce the size of the table by a selectivity
factor of fQi ;accj . This leads to an intermediate table of
size

sS;Q0;intermediate = sQ0;table � fQ0;acc0 (3)

and a final result size of

sS;Q0;result = sS;Q0;intermediate � fQ0;acc1 : (4)

For query Q1 with only one accelerator in use, we get

sQ1;result = sQ1;table � fQ1;acc0 : (5)

This will not change in the other plans. The result of both
queries is transferred to the host at a constant network data
rate of rnetwork, resulting in the transfer times:

tS;Q0;trans =
sS;Q0;result

rnetwork
tQ1;trans =

sQ1;result

rnetwork
: (6)

6 It, however, has some consequences. The initial table scan of Q0

takes place when the query has already arrived. So it can be a full table
scan—or an index scan with known values. For the table scan of Q1

brought forward, the latter is only possible, if the known values are
constants within the sequence or variables known prior toQ1.

Overall, we get an execution time for the standard plan S
of:

tS;Q0 = max.tr ; tQ0;scan/ + tS;Q0;acc0 + tr + tS;Q0;acc1

+ tS;Q0;trans
(7)

tS;Q1 = max.tr ; tQ1;scan/ + tQ1;acc0 + tQ1;trans (8)

tS = tS;Q0 + tgap;Q0 + tS;Q1 : (9)

In strategy I, we save the reconfiguration time needed for
Q1 and execute the table scan for Q1 as soon as possible.
So the execution time for Q1 is reduced to

tI;Q1 = tQ1;acc0 + tQ1;trans: (10)

However, a larger transfer time tI;Q0;trans is needed in Q0

and also the time tI;Q0;DBMS for DBMS post-processing. So
the calculation changes to:

tI = max.max.tr ; tQ0;scan/ + tI;Q0;acc0 + tI;Q0;trans

+ tI;Q0;DBMS + tgap;Q0 ; tQ0;scan + tQ1;scan/ + tI;Q1 :
(11)

The time tI;Q0;DBMS for the DBMS operation execution can
be derived from the processing rate rdbms of the DBMS,
which has been measured on the host.

Strategies II and III try to hide the reconfiguration time
while avoiding the transfer of unnecessary data. The exe-
cution time tII for strategy II is calculated as:

tII = max.max.tr ; tQ0;scan/ + tII;Q0;acc0 + tr

+ tII;Q0;acc1 + max.tII;Q0;trans + tgap;Q0 ; tr /;

tQ0;scan + tQ1;scan/ + tII;Q1

(12)

with tII;Q1 = tI;Q1 . In case of strategy III, we obtain:

tIII = max.max.tr ; tQ0;scan/ + tIII;Q0;acc1 + tr

+ tIII;Q0;acc0 + tIII;Q0;trans + tgap;Q0 ;

tQ0;scan + tQ1;scan/ + tIII;Q1

(13)

with tIII;Q1 = tI;Q1 .
To validate our evaluation model, we have used a test

setup. We have run 3 queries (Q0; Q1; Q2) on our FPGA-
based prototype. Q0 has a WHERE clause using 2 columns
and a selectivity factor of 0.1. Q1 has a WHERE clause using
only 1 column and also a selectivity factor of 0.1. Q2 has
a WHERE clause using also only 1 column, but a selectivity
factor of 0.2. Our prototype has a measured accelerator rate
racc of �1,544MB/s. The results are shown in Table 1.

As can be seen, the number of columns used in the
WHERE clause and the selectivity factor have no impact
on the execution time of the particular accelerator. Only
the size of the table the accelerator is applied to makes
a difference. The subsequent operation works on the re-
duced dataset of the tuples fulfilling the WHEREclause. Its
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Table 1 Comparison of measured and modeled accelerator times

table size (s) Query f tacc [ms]

[bytes] measured model (s=racc)

1,200,000 Q0 0.1 0.781 0.777

Q1 0.1 0.781 0.777

Q2 0.2 0.782 0.777
2,400,000 Q0 0.1 1.542 1.554

Q1 0.1 1.537 1.554

Q2 0.2 1.537 1.554

size and thus the workload of the subsequent operation are
determined by the selectivity of the previous operation.

This evaluation model is actually very close to what is
really happening in our system. Our hardware accelerators
are built to process the incoming data at line-rate, and each
accelerator must process all incoming data. This means that
processing a dataset of size sQi ;table takes the time given in
Eqn. 2. Moreover, the cost of predicate evaluation by the
accelerator is constant in terms of time or throughput, as
we have explained in Section 2. So, all in all, our proposed
evaluation model is actually the basis for cost-based plan
enumerations—which are however not in the scope of this
paper, but of our immediate future work.

7 Evaluation

In the following, we evaluate the optimizations using the
presented model and varying the variables tgap;Q0 , sQ0;table,
fQ0;acc0 , and fQ0;acc1 . Table 2 gives the ranges used for each
mentioned variable and the constants used to parameterize
our model. A query selectivity factor fQ0 is used together
with a selectivity ratio to determine fQ0;acc0 and fQ0;acc1 as
follows:

fQ0;acc1 =
q

fQ0 + .1 −
q

fQ0/ � .1 − ratio/ (14)

fQ0;acc0 =
fQ0

fQ0;acc1

(15)

The ratio determines whether the selectivity fQ0 is split
equally (ratio = 1) or is completely handled by the first ac-
celerator (ratio = 0). This allows to control the relation of
the two selectivities of the first query with one value. Please

Table 2 Range of values explored for each variable and constants used
to determine tS , tI , tII, and tIII

Variable Values Constant Value

tgap;Q0 0–15ms tr 15ms

fQ0 0–0.25 rscan 8GB/s

sQ0;table 120KB–120GB racc 12GB/s

sQ1;table 120KB–120GB rnetwork 4GB/s

ratio 0–1 rdbms 10GB/s

note that the case of fQ0;acc1 < fQ0;acc0 is excluded from
the evaluation, because then the query optimizer would have
swapped the accelerators in the standard plan S. The per-
formance improvements of the suggested optimizations of
S have been calculated using the formulas given above and
the variable values and constants of Table 2.

First, we present the achievable improvement in relation
to the standard plan S when varying the size sQ0;table. The
possible gains can be seen in Fig. 3. For each combination
of the two table sizes, the best possible solution when apply-
ing either strategy I, II, or III is shown, as tS–minftI ;tII;tIIIg

tS
.

These results quantify the expected behavior of a declining
improvement with increasing table sizes. There, the time
spent in scanning and processing is also increasing, and the
time needed for reconfiguration becomes more and more
negligible. However, the benefits of speculatively starting
the scan operation of Q1 directly after the scan operation
of Q0 can yield additional improvements. A higher reduc-
tion is achieved as the table size sQ1;table of the second query
increases. The limit for this is reached when tQ1;scan cannot
be completed until Q1 arrives. This case can be observed
for small values of sQ0;table and sQ1;table = 2,274MB.

While in general these improvements look promising,
we also want to know which of the optimization strate-
gies is delivering the best improvement and in which sit-
uation. sQ1;table is not relevant for this evaluation and set
to 1,263MB. Figure 4 reveals which optimization yields
the largest execution-time reduction with respect to a series
of variable values. The time tgap;Q0 between the queries is
increased from left to right (0, 2, and 4ms) and the size
sQ0;table of the first table increases downwards (1.5GB in

Fig. 3 Achievable execution-time improvement relative to standard
plan S when applying the three proposed strategies, in dependence of
the two table sizes. Depicted values are the best solutions found out of
all strategies when varying the parameters ratio, tgap;Q0 and fQ0
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a b c

d e f

Fig. 4 Optimization strategies yielding the largest execution-time improvement in dependence of tgap;Q0 , sQ0;table, fQ0 , and ratio. a tgap;Q0 =
0ms, sQ0;table = 1.5GB. b tgap;Q0 = 2ms, sQ0;table = 1.5GB. c tgap;Q0 = 4ms, sQ0;table = 1.5GB. d tgap;Q0 = 0ms, sQ0;table = 2.4GB. e tgap;Q0 =
2ms, sQ0;table = 2.4GB. f tgap;Q0 = 4ms, sQ0;table = 2.4GB

the first row and 2.4GB in the second). White regions in-
dicate situations where the DBMS would not use the ac-
celerators as in S or would not push down all operations.
In Fig. 4a–c, the winner always reduces the time needed
in S by 25–30%, whereas for Fig. 4d–f, the improvement
amounts to 18–20%.

The first thing to recognize is that II yields the highest
improvement for larger tables and for more equally dis-
tributed selectivity factors (lower ratio). Strategy I benefits
from small tables and very small selectivity factors fQ0 .
This makes sense, as the penalty of two additional recon-
figurations is larger than the penalty of using the DBMS.
Strategy III fills the gap between I and II. It is suitable only
for a very narrow subset of queries, mainly in cases where
the gap between the consecutive queries is small and the ac-
celerators of Q0 can be swapped with almost no additional
cost (fQ0;acc0 = fQ0;acc1 ).

Since we have identified cases in which the optimization
strategies are beneficial, we can generate concrete optimiza-
tion rules and turn the formulas into cost models, enabling
the optimizer to actually use the identified optimizations to
either push down all filter operations with hints or not to
push down some filter operations (strategy I). Exploiting

knowledge about query sequences in local optimization is
not only promising when scheduling the reconfigurations of
accelerators on RPUs. Prefetching of data has the highest
potential for execution-time reduction. Moreover, it would
be possible to keep result data in the memory of the RPU, if
they are needed in subsequent queries for evaluating com-
mon sub-expressions and subsumptions.

8 Future Perspectives

Knowledge of query sequences can help much in designing
heterogeneous database systems that include reconfigurable
hardware in the form of one RPU or even a cluster of mul-
tiple RPUs, as shown in Fig. 5. Query partitioning should
distribute the query processing over several nodes (host and
one or even multiple RPUs) to improve utilization, perfor-
mance, and scalability, but also energy consumption, by
allowing parallel queries to work on data locally without
having to transfer large amounts of data across the net-
work. However, the optimization potential is determined by
(i) the RPU capabilities, i.e., the set of accelerators avail-
able on each FPGA, and (ii) the data locality, i.e., the dis-
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Fig. 5 Overview of a ReProVide
cluster where multiple RPUs are
connected to a host, which can
schedule multiple applications
on the cluster. Each application
executes a sequence of queries

"

"

tribution of the data among the host and the RPUs. Query-
sequence information helps to optimally configure the sys-
tem in terms of (i) which hardware accelerators should be
available on each RPU (RPU capabilities) and (ii) how the
datasets should be partitioned and distributed over the sys-
tem’s nodes. One option is to synthesize new accelerators by
combining other arithmetical and comparison operations,
depending on the frequency of these combinations in the
query sequences. Another option is to assign queries with
strong commonalities to the same node, so that they can
reuse accelerators and cached results. For larger table sizes,
the RPUs can provide an index lookup instead of a full
table scan. This would reduce tQi ;scan significantly. Here,
the information about the data access and operations in the
query sequences can be used to decide which index should
be created, including join indexes and materialized views.

9 Conclusion

This paper proposes the exploitation of information on
query sequences in the optimization on reconfigurable ac-
celerator hardware. Particularly, the ReProVide Processing
Unit (RPU) has been introduced as a system that can filter
data on their way from storage to a DBMS host. While
reconfigurable hardware can process data at line-rate, the
overhead for loading the right accelerator can be annoying.
In this paper, we have shown how to reduce this over-
head by taking the knowledge about forthcoming queries
into account. We have particularly identified optimization
strategies that can be used to implement heuristics for
query partitioning. We have also discussed how query-
sequence information can furthermore help to design these
systems in terms of synthesizing hardware accelerators,
data partitioning, and index generation.
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